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The Nissan J series are straight-4 and straight-6 gasoline internal combustion engines produced by Nissan in
the 1960s through the 1980s. It is similar to the BMC B-Series engine but not direct copy.
Nissan J engine - Wikipedia
The Datsun Truck is a compact pickup truck made by Nissan in Japan from 1955 through 1997. It was
originally sold under the Datsun brand, but this was switched to Nissan in 1983. It was replaced in 1997 by
the Frontier and Navara.In Japan, it was sold only in Nissan Bluebird Store locations.
Datsun Truck - Wikipedia
NISSAN Engine Cyl Set Number Line Application Model Bore CC Years Chrome Plain No GA13 71.00 1200
C1771 P1771 3 100NX GA16DS 76.00 1597 90-93 S5201+ 16 1200/110 A12 73.00 1171 70-74 C1170
P1170 5
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know that it is far from complete.
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